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AERUM In Partnership with Crypto
Global Capital
AERUM is delighted to announce a new, long-term strategic partnership with Crypto
Global Capital. This relationship will include an investment of $1 Million USD into
AERUM to help with business development.

Learn more

How to Pledge for Tokens During the
Whitelist Sale
During our whitelist sale, you can pledge to buy tokens at a discount. Pledging means
that you can reserve up to $2000 worth of XRM tokens to be paid for later, at your
convenience. After the first pledge has been paid, you can pledge again for up to
$20,000. This is a convenient, cost-effective way to be a part of AERUM. To get started,
watch the video below, then just click here; it's quick and easy to sign up!

Learn More

AERUM in the Media

AERUM & Veracity
Protocol Partnership
Featured on Cryptovest
The article highlights how
AERUM’s fast, scalable blockchain
infrastructure is empowering

Watch AERUM’s Winning
Barcelona Pitch in Full
See the AERUM team in action,
winning the pitch battle at the
TokenMatch event in Barcelona

Veracity to process millions of
transactions.

Top Posts
Check out the original content created by the AERUM team this past week. Our blog is
a great place to learn about the inner workings of AERUM, as well as for interesting
general knowledge about the crypto world!

Why Banking Giants
are Using
Blockchain for
Cross-Border
Payments

Blockchain Use
Cases: More Than
Just Potential

Major banks such as JP

potential, blockchain is

Morgan Chase are using

already being implemented

blockchain technology to

in game-changing ways.

make their
international transfers
cheaper, faster, and more
secure.

Questions About AERUM?

It's important to remember
that with all this talk of

Visit our blog and YouTube channel to learn all about AERUM, the team, and the
technology. Or feel free to get in touch with us on any of our social media channels.

AERUM Technology
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